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Though we have made forward looking statements in our white 

paper, all statements made are based upon public historic data. 

This white paper makes no futuristic statements nor convenes an 

offer of security nor of any investments.

Pine World Coin (PWLC) is a Token 
not a Security
This White paper accommodates forward-looking statements that

shed light on the substantial risks and uncertainties. All

statements, other than statements of historical facts, included in

this White paper regarding our strategy, future operations,

regulatory process, future financial position, future revenue,

projected costs, prospects, plans, strategic relationships, joint

venture relationships, objectives of management and expected

market growth are based upon future prospects.

Associated Risks
The acquiring of Pine World Coin may carry the usual known levels

of risks. You should carefully consider the risks prior to making any

purchase decisions. The Pine World Coin White paper has

commented on historical cryptographic market information but

with no relativity of future market of The Pine World Coin. The risk

factors in the crypto industry are variable and The Pine World Coin

White paper makes no guarantees of success or failure. Due to the

competitive nature of the market, we make no guarantees of

market share, value or profit abilities
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About Pine World Coin (PWLC)

Pine World Coin is leveraging many years of successful experience

of professionals in the various industry to facilitate a distributed

technology platform that provides curated and quality-optimized

networking systems for every professional across the world. The

Pine World Coin platform will uniquely combine Artificial

Intelligence (A.I.) and blockchain technology allowing for matching

individual requirements with professional services, with Pine World

Coin eliminating all of the points of friction that exist in today's

professional networking ecosystems.

The Pine World Coin, used within the Pine World Coin platform, will

power a real-time service to maximize consumers from thousands

of international service providers, tokenized payments to

international OTT apps like Netflix, Amazon, Sonylive etc. etc. that

eliminate cross border foreign exchange arbitrage, reduced fraud

risk, and the seamless integration of gaming platform providers in

providing.
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Smart Tokens
Smart Tokens based on multiple Smartchain solutions will be the

undisputed next generation of the World Wide Web. Why? Because

this technology is going to touch all our lives’ in the near future,

individually and business wise. Think about it, all currencies at the

moment are backed by Governments. But are there any currency

modules which are truly decentralized and global? Or at least has

the potential to replace the existing physical currencies? Yes, there

is. And it's called smart tokens or in a layman’s term “Crypto

Currency”.

Binance Smart Chain
At the moment BINANCE leads the chart when it comes to trading

volume. It is the No.1 Digital Currency Trading Platform. BINANCE

also have their own coin which is doing extremely well with an

upward trend. BINANCE Exchange is also playing its fatherly role by

adding millions and helping the crypto industry find global

awareness. In recent news, BINANCE chain is bridging DEFI and

CEFI with a 100-million-dollar support fund. Hence the BINANCE

exchange is becoming more and more popular. Moreover, since all

digital currency offer limited quantities to increase demand.

Saturation of popular digital smart coins and tokens are happening

much sooner than anticipated. This saturation is inspiring gigantic

upward trends in all cryptographic exchanges. The addition of big

named crypto clients such as Elon musk on the bandwagon it is

only making it easier for masses to understand and learn how quick

adaption to smart tokens will affect everyone in more ways than

none.
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Is Pine World Coin Future Asset?
With further capitalization of the BINANCE Smart-chain, the need

for smart contracts and smart tokens has risen for multiple service

sectors. The Pine World Coin is being launched to align itself with

the growing market of users of the Digital Coins and Tokens. Pine

World Coin will target the gaming, UI and utility industry to make

smart contracts and smart agreements running on multiple

Smartchain ecosystems.

So, what are smart tokens? Smart tokens are based on the

revolutionary Smartchain that enable to settle contracts and send

payments over the internet with fixed rules and without a third

party. Pine World Coin Smartchain based Smart tokens are issued

to users to help facilitate transactions against services & products.

The Pine World Coin will be built on the BINANCE Smart-chain. Like

the BINANCE and Bitcoin, Pine World Coin also aims to facilitate

services between people and establishments without the presence

of any intermediary, and in an extremely cost-effective manner.

If you still don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t worry, no

one understood the internet when it was launched in the 90s. A lot

of innovation around the internet happened before people actually

started to understand what it was. Look where we are now, the

same type of innovation is happening again with the crypto

currencies.
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Pine World Coin Mission
Goals for the Pine World Coin :

• To saturate our 50 million limited supply to increase demand.

• Extend global reach.

• Connect with a diverse range of channel partners.

• Steady return of investment (ROI) to stakeholders.

• Share prosperity and help flourish the Crypto Community.

•Will share profit earned by OTT app.

• International payment system and gateways.

Pine World Coin is “Safe” 
By buying Pine World Coin, you not only get a smart digital currency

but you have also unintentionally or intentionally become a part of

something great. That something great is the new economic boom

of the digital smart token network on the Smartchain ecosystem.

Unlike the most physical currencies, the digital-currency is issued

according to fixed rules. The real idea behind Pine World Coin was

to create a digital currency with a value that couldn't be

monopolized or controlled by any central authority. The sooner this

rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the

Pine World Coin against various networks of service. The true value

and beneficiary of using our smart token is to be able to reap direct

benefit without having to share with any intermediaries
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Why Pine World Coin?
Because like everything else, even assets are becoming smarter. To

give you an example, think of assets in the form of art, music,

intellectual property, loyalty points, carbon credits, coupons etc.

Most of these are already digitalized but with a centralized

mechanism and without smartchain. Imagine if all of the above

functioned as digital assets but in decentralized smartchain

platform. Similarly, when we look into the future of smart devices,

global data states:

“The number of smart devices will exceed the number of 

human beings in the very near future. Perhaps as early as 

4 or 5 years. The creation of a digital currency network is 

inevitable.”

The real reason why Pine World Coin will sell like hot cakes is

simply because everyone wants to save money. Smart tokens make

high transaction fees a thing of the past.

Another example of which can be understandable relate to is, what

name comes to mind when you think of smart phones. Apple, right?

Apple was not the company that invented smart phones. In-fact,

smart phones were pretty much into play 10 years before the

launch of the first Apple phone. Compaq, the Palm Pilot and even

Nokia toyed with the idea of smart devices much earlier than

anyone else.

In today’s age almost all now carry an iPhone or smart device in our

pocket, and with pride. We depend upon these devices. Such is the

power of the Smart device and such will be the power of the smart

currencies capitalizing on these smart devices.
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Pine World Coin Economy
We have worked on excellent 

staking reward system based on 

Binance Smart Chain referral 

program. With the historical 

future of crypto  currencies, the 

price of Pine World Coin likely 

rise overtime.

This will be the next solid 

passive income strain. Returns 

are high as they have been, as 

they are directly linked to the 

BEP20 smart chain.

What so ever revenue we will 

get from OTT app, Gaming 

Portal , NFT Marketplace and 

other sources, we will distribute 

20% of the revenue among 

whitelist candidates and top 30 

account holders in the form of 

Goodrich tokens.
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Pine World Coin Value
So, what really makes the Pine World Coin attractive to its users?

Well firstly, being Smartchain, it is not linked to any central

authority, thus driving cost effectiveness.

Secondly, it’s on the successful BINANCE Smartchain, effectively

adding value to millions of BINANCE exchange users.

Thirdly, the Pine World Coin is a digitally signed stamped Smart

Token. It is following a multi prong launch broadcast strategy to be

put out in the world with lots of noise.

Reasons To Own Pine World Coin

 You just invested in something great.

 You get digital currency in return.

 You will save money on transaction fees.

 Our smart tokens will be redeemable with incentives.

 You get the first movers’ advantage and you are way ahead of

the crowd.

 Last but not the least, you will become a part of the digital

economic boom.

Paradigm Shift
Contemplate this. You currently keep your cash in the bank and

your gold is in the locker. So the more of either that you have, the

more inconvenient it becomes to manage. And how long will this

traditional hold up last.
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On the other hand, smart tokens or crypto currencies are with you

always. They are always in your smart device. It's safe to say that

your smart token is always at your fingertips. It will become a utility

of value. Unquestionably, the business world in the future is going

to run on smart contracts. Peer to peer consensus mechanism will

be the go-to for buying and selling. Crypto currency based smart

tokens will be used in the future for cash. Learn to earn profits and

make the smart switch.

Pine World Coin Global Economy 
Factors
Pine World Coin are largely based on the existing macro & micro

economic factors. The crazy undersupply and management of

physical currency is causing deflation. The existing global finance

and trade of physical currency is likely to diminish in the future.

Therefore, as a consequential factor our Pine World Coin, carrying

the global macro focus, is likely to flourish and bloom.

Pine World Coin will be the consequential factors of lack of future

currency in the current supply and demand parameters. Consider

this, Smart tokens are built on to pre- serve the future of the global

macro focus. Previously, we could only imagine a world with global

decentralized digital currency.

But the beginning of 2021 and the launch of new smart tokens

such as Dogecoin has created new realities. News is spreading like

wild fire. The rumor mills are at work incessantly. We like to live in

the comfort zone. What could be more comforting than holding all

your financial value with you, all the time, right where it belongs?
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Pine World Coin Bounty Campaign
We have allocated Pine World Coin for various bounty programs and

campaigns. We will encourage the community with various tasks.

These tasks can be marketing related etc. There are various crypto

communities online. We aim to conduct the Pine World Coin Bounty

Campaign amongst a variety of communities. These communities

will announce.

Our white papers, They will write blogs on our smart tokens. The

completion of these public tasks will see you winning rewards in

the form of Pine World Coin. The Pine World Coin Bounty rewards

are directly relative to your work done. For instance, if you wrote a

blog on our smart token. The higher the number of views, the higher

amount of Pine World Coin. You can create an announcement

thread.
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Pine World Coin Revolution
Data is readily available. We will write contracts on this data on

the Smartchain using the Smartchain mechanism. The outcome of

the smart contracts will be established. And they will be secured

as these smart contracts are built on Smartchain. Mixing these

smart contracts with the real world may be a challenge at the

moment. However, the earlier first mover advantage will go to

those with a more futuristic vision considering the historical

cryptographic data available to all of us at the moment. The new

cryptographic ecosystem is being built around global markets and

will continue to expand exponentially considering its future value.

A decentralized most highly audited smart service system will be

the attraction of many, including institutions and business owners.

Our smart token aims at the diverse new cryptographic ecosystem.

There is already a huge cryptographic market. Mauritius as an

example, they aim to become 100% run on block chain. Mauritius

as you all know has one major industry, and that is the gaming UI

utility industry

So where are we today and how far have we come. This is still very

much the beginning. You can buy a Nissan Daytona in a US with a

dogecoin. Won’t be long when you will be able to buy Tesla cars

with bitcoin. Dealerships in USA are already selling cars using

bitcoin. Welcome to the future. The auto industry is transforming,

and other industries will follow. There are serious gains to look

forward to in our industry.

It's the right time to become a part of the financial revolution of

the future. Although the cryptographic industry is much built-in

volatility. However, the Pine World Coin will target steady growth.

We are setting growth protocols and parameters based on the

existential data with futuristic calculations.
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Pine World Coin Technical Team
Although cryptographic trends are mostly hyperbolic. All our

computation assumptions on our smart tokens have been

technically qualified by the application of long term historical

cryptographic data measurements. Our technical team is highly

qualified and extremely motivated.

They are inspired by historical trends that have brought the crypto

currency to where it is now. Safe to mention that we have been

studying this market and its trends for many years. We are now

sure of the Smartchain opportunities and hence we are deploying

our smart tokens to offer solutions to any and all complex

scenarios. Our technical team has already invested 1000s of

technical hours to assure we will achieve all technically measured

assumptions.
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Pine World Coin Roadmap 
(Future Prospect)
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Q3 - 2022. PWLC 

Creation Process Start

Q3 - 2022. PWLC 

Community Building

Q3 - 2022. PWLC 

Listing on Vindax Exchange

Q4 - 2022. PWLC 

List on Multiple Exchanges

Q1 - 2023. PWLC 

Gaming Portal Launch

Q1 - 2023. PWLC Listing 

on CMC, CG & Livecoinwatch 

Q1 - 2023. PWLC 

Own Wallet & Mining Launch

Q2 - 2023. PWLC 

OTT Platform Launch

Q3 - 2023. PWLC 

Own Exchange Launch

Q4 - 2023. PWLC 

NFT’s, Metaverse & Blockchain



Pine World Coin Distribution

Token Name :  Pine World Coin

Ticker Name :  PWLC

Blockchain :  Binance Smart Chain

Standard       :  BEP20 

Total Value   :  Dynamic

Total Supply :  50000000

Smart Contract Address : 

0x91c1f07b7815d68c176321ead61d7bfae211d392
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Pine World Coin Supply/Demand 
Economics

 What does the Law of demand and supply state: It states, “High

demand and low supply for increased rate?”

 With this formula the Pine World Coin supply is limited to 50

million.

 Today you may invest less than 1 USD to buy our smart token and

it may seem of low value to you.

 To invest in a targeted price rise of 170% can make your 100 USD

investment quite worthy.

 In fact, you will be wishing you would have bought more of the

Pine World Coin.

 But let's not get greedy. We want you as our long-term partners.

You will grow with us, and so will your investments.

We are on the BINANCE ecosystem. BINANCE has positioned its

exchange for users extremely

Payment System/Gateway
Our merchant strategy and planning will be launched in fourth

quarter of 2022 after launch. Our tokens will be compatible with

mostly all major gateways and smart wallets The Pine World Coin

can be kept on any smart-chain wallets. Users can easily add our

smart tokens to their existing smart-chain wallets.
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Pine World Coin Network

Through Pine World Coin, our network of professionals is expected

to be the largest in the world. The brand provides a premium

offering, ranging from editorial content disseminated through

mobile, social media, online, and print platforms to a highly

curated professional discovery platform.

Pine World Coin Community
We understand the importance of social components in gaming, so

there are quite a few major updates in the works. Over the next

year, the development team will roll out a revamped account

creation system, a new chat system, friends list, gift exchange, and

more. Our goal is to foster a sense of community where users can

come together to share ideas about gaming, crypto, or whatever

else they want to discuss.
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Disclaimer

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an

offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in Pine World Coin or any

related or associated company. Any such over or solicitation will be made

only by means of a confidential oaring memorandum and in accordance with

the terms of all applicable securities and other laws.

The information set forth in this White Paper may not be exhaustive and

does not simply any elements of a contractual relationship. The content of

this White Paper is not binding for Pine World Coin and its affiliates and

Pine World Coin reserves the right to change, modify, add, or remove

portions of this White Paper for any reason at any time before, during, and

after the sale of Pine World Coin by posting the amended White Paper on

the website. This White Paper does not constitute any investment, legal, tax,

regulatory, financial, accounting, or other advice, and this White Paper is

not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of a transaction on

acquiring of the Pine World Coin.

Prior to acquiring the Pine World Coin, a prospective purchaser should

consult with his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other

advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other

consequences of such transaction. Nothing in this White Paper shall be

deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for

investment, nor does it in anyway pertain to an offering or a solicitation of

an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not

composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of

any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts transactions in

respect of, or with use of, digital tokens. The Pine World Coin is not a

security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and has not

been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, the securities laws of any

state of the United States of America or the securities laws of any other

country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential

token holder is a resident.
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Thanks!
WWW.PINEWORLDDEFI.IO


